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A Talent Agency

Speaker, Author, Counselor, Poet
Richale Reed is an author and motivational speaker who happens
to also be both a licensed professional counselor and addictions
counselor. Richale currently serves as the therapist for Monarch’s
detox and crisis facility in Lumberton, NC where she loves what
she, “get to do,” everyday assist in transforming lives. She also
serves as a Military and Family Life Counselor at Ft. Bragg Army
base.
It was partially due to her own past traumas that she became a
therapist with a genuine love for people and crisis work. Her
specialty is moving people from a place of stagnation to change!
Her ability to relate amplifies her ability to, “hold a room,” as one
of her corporate clients testified, regardless of the reason that she
was given the mic. She has trained mental health and substance
abuse professionals for agencies such as Addictions Professionals
of North Carolina.
She also has a passion and long history for working with faith
based and grass-roots organizations as a motivational speaker in
areas of personal and spiritual development especially for women
and girls. She desires for faith based institutions to understand the
benefits of having counselors work with their members.
In her best seller, “Silhouette of Her: Naked and Unashamed A
Poetic Journey of Faith”, Richale passionately shares her past
traumas from a place of victory, not victimization, to assist those
who are open to witnessing their very own transformation. This
same passion translates into every speaking opportunity. A poet
and author, she is available to perform at your next poetry event as
well.
In her spare time she enjoys learning, spending time with family,
traveling, culture, and attending outdoor concerts.

Specialties- Empowerment; Vision & Purpose; Personal
Development; Transformation; Inspiration & Motivation; Body
Image/Weight loss; Overcoming Adversity; Sexual Abuse &
Survivorship; Mental Health; Addictions; Enlightenment.
Target Audience – Corporations, Organizations, Universities,
Conferences, Faith-based Institutions, Non-profits,
Literary/Poetic Audiences, Women's and Girl's Groups.
.
TOPICS INCLUDE:
A Hug Can Hurt
- Learn how hugging can be damaging to survivors of various
types of abuse; emphasis on sexual abuse. This is designed for
faith based institutions or professionals working with survivors
in a faith based program. Other sexual abuse topics can be
tailored for all ages as Richale is a survivor.
Benefits- introduction to trauma informed care, increase
awareness of signs of abuse learn alternative ways to greeting.
Other topics on survivorship of sexual abuse and other forms of
abuse can be tailored for varied audiences.
Richale’s Personal Testimonial
– Sharing her story from a place of Victory not Victimization.
She will share her story from poverty, sexual abuse, food
addiction, academic failure, the effects of mental illness, to her
current success in all areas aforementioned.
Tailored for all ages.
Benefits: Overcoming Adversity, Inspiration, Motivation,
Empowerment!

Please call for fees
Testimonial:

For Further Information or to Book
CONTACT:
Mary G. @ 336.775.9661
http://mgmspeakersbureau.com

“Richale is an innovative thinker who is passionate about her
work. She has genuine speaking skills and her energy holds a
room. Richale will go far as a speaker!”
Dan Zorn
The SPARC Network, LLC Owner
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